Media-based modulation (MBM) is a recently proposed modulation scheme which uses radio frequency (RF) mirrors at the transmit antenna(s) in order to create different channel fade realizations based on their ON/OFF status. These complex fade realizations constitute the modulation alphabet. MBM has the advantage of increased spectral efficiency and performance. In this paper, we investigate the performance of some physical layer techniques when applied to MBM. Particularly, we study the performance of i) MBM with generalized spatial modulation (GSM), ii) MBM with mirror activation pattern (MAP) selection based on an Euclidean distance (ED) based metric, and iii) MBM with feedback based phase compensation and constellation rotation. Our results show that, for the same spectral efficiency, GSM-MBM can achieve better performance compared to MIMO-MBM. Also, it is found that MBM with EDbased MAP selection results in improved bit error performance, and that phase compensation and MBM constellation rotation increases the ED between the MBM constellation points and improves the performance significantly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, symbols chosen from complex modulation alphabets like quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and phase shift keying (PSK) are used to convey information bits, and complex fades introduced by the channel are viewed as detrimental effects that cause amplitude and phase distortion to the transmitted symbols. An alternate and interesting approach is to consider the complex channel fade coefficients themselves to constitute a modulation alphabet. One simple and known example of this approach is space shift keying (SSK) [1] , [2] , which can be briefly explained as follows.
1) SSK: Suppose there are two transmit antennas and one receive antenna. Assume rich scattering. Let h 1 ∼ CN (0, 1) and h 2 ∼ CN (0, 1) denote the complex channel fade coefficients from transmit antennas 1 and 2, respectively, to the receive antenna. Now, assuming that a tone of unit amplitude is transmitted by any one of the transmit antennas in a given channel use, H {h 1 , h 2 } can be viewed as the underlying modulation alphabet, i.e., h 1 and h 2 are the random constellation points. The alphabet H therefore can convey log 2 |H| = log 2 2 = 1 information bit. To realize this, if the information bit is 0, antenna 1 transmits the tone and antenna 2 remains silent, and if the information bit is 1, antenna 1 remains silent and antenna 2 transmits the tone. For this, it is enough to have only one transmit radio frequency (RF) chain, whose output is switched to either antenna 1 or antenna 2 depending on the information bit being 0 or 1, respectively. The modulation alphabet (i.e., H) needs to be known at the receiver for detection, which can be obtained through pilot transmission and channel estimation. Note, however, that the transmitter need not know the alphabet H. The information bit is detected using the estimated H at the receiver.
Similar to the binary SSK scheme with |H| = 2 described above, higher-order SSK with |H| = n t and H = {h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h nt } can be realized using n t = 2 m transmit antennas, and sending the tone on an antenna chosen based on m information bits. Therefore, using n t = 2 m transmit antennas, SSK achieves a throughput of m = log 2 n t bits per channel use (bpcu).
If the receiver has n r receive antennas, then the alphabet H will consist of vector constellation points, i.e., H = {h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h nt }, where h j = [h 1,j h 2,j · · · h nr,j ] T , and h i,j ∼ CN(0, 1) is the channel fade coefficient from jth transmit antenna to ith receive antenna (see Fig. 1(a) ). Because of the increased dimensionality of the constellation points for increasing n r , the performance of SSK improves significantly with increasing n r . SSK has the advantages of i) requiring only one transmit RF chain and a 1×n t RF switch for any n t , and ii) yielding attractive performance at high bpcu values. A key drawback, however, is that SSK needs exponential increase in number of transmit antennas to increase the bpcu. For example, to achieve m = 8 bpcu, SSK requires n t = 2 8 = 256 transmit antennas. This drawback of the need to have a large number of transmit antennas to increase the bpcu is significantly alleviated in the recently proposed media-based modulation (MBM) scheme [3] - [6] , realized through the use of RF mirrors which are turned ON/OFF 1 on a channel use-bychannel use basis depending on information bits to 'modulate' the fade coefficients of the channel [6] . The basic MBM can be briefly explained as follows.
2) MBM: The basic version of MBM, like SSK, transmits a tone and uses the complex channel fade realizations themselves as the modulation alphabet [3] - [5] . While multiple transmit antennas are needed to create the complex fade symbols of the alphabet in SSK, MBM creates the complex fade symbols of the alphabet even with a single transmit antenna through the use of multiple RF mirrors [6] . This is achieved by placing a number of RF mirrors near the transmit antenna 
which transmits a tone. The ON/OFF status of these mirrors, which we call as the 'mirror activation pattern,' creates different fade realizations for different mirror activation patterns. This is typical in a rich scattering environment, since a small perturbation in the propagation environment will be augmented by reflections resulting in an independent channel, and the RF mirrors essentially create such perturbations that create independent fade realizations for different mirror activation patterns. Consider a single transmit antenna. Let M rf denote the total number of RF mirrors placed near the antenna. We call the unit comprising of a transmit antenna and the set of M rf RF mirrors associated with it as the 'MBM transmit unit (MBM-TU)' (see Fig. 1(b) ). Out of the M rf available RF mirrors, let m rf , where 1 ≤ m rf ≤ M rf , denote the number of RF mirrors actually used. Each of these m rf mirrors is turned ON or OFF in a given channel use based on one information bit. A realization of the ON/OFF status of all the m rf mirrors, determined by m rf information bits, is called a mirror activation pattern (MAP). Therefore, 2 m rf MAPs are possible. Each of these patterns results in a different realization of the channel fade, resulting in an MBM alphabet of size |H| = 2 m rf . Therefore, MBM can convey m rf information bits in one channel use, where m rf is the number of RF mirrors used. That is, the bpcu in MBM scales linearly with the number of RF mirrors used. This is one of the key advantages of MBM over SSK, because the bpcu in SSK scales only logarithmically in the number of transmit antennas, given by log 2 n t .
As in SSK, in MBM also the alphabet H needs to be known at the receiver and not at the transmitter. All the |H| = 2 m rf complex fade symbols in the MBM alphabet need to be estimated through pilot transmission. This implies that the number of channel uses needed for pilot transmission in MBM grows exponentially with the number of RF mirrors used. Channel sounding to learn the alphabet a priori, therefore, is a key issue in MBM.
MBM has been shown to achieve significant performance gains compared to conventional modulation schemes [3] - [5] . Even with a single transmit antenna and n r receive antennas, MBM has been shown to achieve significant energy savings compared to a conventional n r × n t MIMO system with n r = n t [3] . It has also been shown that MBM with 1 transmit and n r receive antennas over a static multipath channel asymptotically achieves the capacity of n r parallel AWGN channels [4] . Implementation of an MBM-TU consisting of M rf = 14 RF mirrors placed in a compact cylindrical structure with a dipole transmit antenna element placed at the center of the cylindrical structure has been reported in [6] .
3) SM, GSM, MIMO: The need to exponentially increase the number of transmit antennas to increase the bpcu in SSK can be alleviated by allowing the transmission of Mary QAM/PSK symbols on the chosen antenna instead of a tone. This allows an additional log 2 M bits to be conveyed per channel use by the QAM/PSK symbol. This scheme is called the spatial modulation (SM) scheme, which achieves a spectral efficiency of log 2 n t + log 2 M bpcu [7] , [8] , [9] . A further generalization is to use more than one transmit RF chain (say, n rf transmit RF chains, 1 ≤ n rf ≤ n t ), and transmit n rf QAM/PSK symbols through these RF chains. This scheme is called as the generalized spatial modulation (GSM) scheme, whose spectral efficiency is given by log 2 nt n rf + n rf log 2 M bpcu [10] , [11] , [12] . For n rf = n t , the GSM scheme specializes to the well known MIMO (spatial multiplexing) scheme, whose spectral efficiency is given by n t log 2 M bpcu. 4) SM-MBM, GSM-MBM, MIMO-MBM: Multiple MBM-TUs (i.e., multiple transmit antennas, each having its own set of RF mirrors) can be used to increase the spectral efficiency in MBM. Also, like QAM/PSK symbols (as in SM) and additional transmit RF chains (as in GSM, MIMO) could be used to increase the bpcu beyond that can be achieved using SSK, one could use a similar approach to increase the bpcu beyond that can be achieved using the basic MBM. Spatial modulation when used with MBM is referred to as the SM-MBM scheme, whose spectral efficiency is given by m rf + log 2 n tu + log 2 M bpcu, where n tu is the number of MBM-TUs. Similarly, GSM and MIMO (spatial multiplexing) when used with MBM are called GSM-MBM and MIMO-MBM, respectively. The spectral efficiency of GSM-MBM is given by n rf m rf + log 2 ntu n rf + n rf log 2 M bpcu. The spectral efficiency of MIMO-MBM is given by n tu m rf + n tu log 2 M bpcu. The performance of MIMO-MBM has been studied in [6] , where it has been shown that MIMO-MBM can achieve better performance compared to conventional MIMO. GSM-MBM performance has not been studied in [6] . One of our contributions in this paper is to present the performance of GSM-MBM and compare it with that of MIMO-MBM. 5) MBM viewed as an instance of index modulation: MBM can be viewed as an instance of index modulation, where information bits are conveyed through the indices of certain transmit entities that get involved in the transmission. Indexing transmit antennas in multi-antenna systems (e.g., SSK, SM, GSM [1] , [2] , [7] - [12] ), indexing subcarriers in multi-carrier systems [13] - [16] , indexing both transmit antennas and subcarriers [17] , and indexing precoders [18] are examples of such instances. In this context, MBM also can be viewed as an index modulation scheme, where RF mirrors act as the transmit entities that are indexed to convey information bits. In SM-MBM and GSM-MBM, indexing is done both on the MBM-TUs as well as the RF mirrors in each of the chosen MBM-TUs for transmission.
A common observation in index modulation schemes is that, to achieve a certain bpcu, because of the indexing bits, the number of bits conveyed through QAM/PSK symbols can be reduced compared to that in conventional modulation schemes. That is, to achieve a certain bpcu, index modulation schemes can use a smaller-sized QAM/PSK alphabet compared that in conventional modulation schemes. This results in an signal-tonoise (SNR) advantage in favor of index modulation. Through the indexing of RF mirrors, MBM also can achieve such SNR gains over conventional modulation schemes.
6) Contributions in this paper: In this paper, we investigate the performance of some physical layer techniques when applied to MBM. These techniques include generalized spatial modulation, MAP selection (analogous to antenna selection in MIMO systems), and phase compensation and constellation rotation. Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows.
• We study the performance of MBM with generalized spatial modulation (referred to as GSM-MBM), and compare its performance with that MIMO-MBM. Our results show that, for the same spectral efficiency, GSM-MBM can achieve better performance compared to MIMO-MBM. An union bound based upper bound on the average bit error probability (BEP) of GSM-MBM is shown to be tight for moderate-to-high SNRs. • We investigate a MAP selection scheme based on an Euclidean distance (ED) based metric, and compare its bit error performance with that of a mutual information (MI) based MAP selection scheme. The ED-based MAP selection scheme is found to perform better than the MI-based MAP selection scheme by several dBs. The diversity order achieved by the ED-based MAP selection scheme is shown to be n r (2 M rf − 2 m rf + 1), which is validated through simulations as well. • We investigate a scheme with feedback based phase compensation and MBM constellation rotation, which increases the ED between the constellation points and improves the bit error performance significantly.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the GSM-MBM scheme and its performance. Section III presents the ED-based MAP selection scheme and its performance. Section IV presents the feedback based phase compensation and constellation rotation scheme and its performance. Conclusions are presented in V.
II. GSM-MBM SCHEME
In this section, we introduce the GSM-MBM scheme and analyze its bit error performance. The GSM-MBM transmitter is shown in Fig. 2 . It consists of n tu MBM-TUs, n rf transmit RF chains, 1 ≤ n rf ≤ n tu , and an n rf × n tu RF switch. In each MBM-TU, m rf RF mirrors are used. In GSM-MBM, information bits are conveyed using MBM-TU indexing, RF mirror indexing, and QAM/PSK symbols, as follows. In each channel use, i) n rf out of n tu MBM-TUs are selected using log 2 ntu n rf bits, ii) on the selected n rf MBM-TUs, n rf Mary QAM/PSK symbols (formed using n rf log 2 M bits) are transmitted, and iii) the ON/OFF status of the m rf mirrors in each of the selected MBM-TU is controlled by m rf bits (so that all the n rf m rf mirrors in the selected n rf MBM-TUs are controlled by n rf m rf bits). Therefore, the achieved rate in bpcu is given by
GSM-MBM specializes to SIMO-MBM when n tu = n rf = 1, to SM-MBM when n tu > 1 and n rf = 1, and to MIMO-MBM when n tu > 1 and n rf = n tu .
A. GSM signal set
Let A denote the M -ary QAM/PSK alphabet used. In a given channel use, each of the n tu MBM-TUs is made ON (and a symbol from A is sent) or OFF (which is equivalent to sending 0) based on information bits. Let us call a realization of the ON/OFF status of the n tu MBM-TUs as a 'MBM-TU activation pattern'. A total of ntu n rf MBM-TU activation patterns are possible. Out of them, only 2 log 2 ( n tu n rf ) are needed for signaling. Let S t denote the set of these 2 log 2 ( n tu n rf ) MBM-TU activation patterns chosen from the set all possible MBM-TU activation patterns. A mapping is done between combinations of log 2 ntu n rf bits to MBM-TU activation patterns in S t . The GSM signal set, denoted by S gsm , is the set of n tu × 1-sized GSM signal vectors that can be transmitted, which is given by
where s is the n tu × 1 transmit vector, s j is the jth entry of s, j = 1, 2, · · · , n tu , s 0 is the l 0 -norm of the vector s, and I(s) is a function that gives the MBM-TU activation pattern for s. For example, when A is BPSK, n tu = 4 and n rf = 3, s = [+1 0 − 1 − 1] T is a valid GSM signal vector, and I(s) in this case is given by
B. GSM-MBM received signal
In GSM-MBM, in addition to the bits conveyed by the GSM signal vector, the channel fade symbols created by the RF mirrors in the active MBM-TUs also convey additional bits. Let n r denote the number of receive antennas. Since m rf mirrors are used in each MBM-TU, the number of mirror activation patterns (MAPs) on each MBM-TU is given by N m = 2 m rf . Let S m denote the set of all N m MAPs per MBM-TU. Let H j denote the MBM alphabet of size N m , consisting of n r × 1sized vector constellation points formed using the channel fade coefficients corresponding to the N m MAPs of jth MBM-TU to the receive antennas. Let h j k = [h j 1,k h j 2,k · · · h j nr,k ] T denote the n r × 1-sized channel coefficient vector at the receiver for the kth MAP of the jth MBM-TU, where h j i,k ∼ CN (0, 1) is the fade coefficient corresponding to the kth MAP of jth MBM-TU to the ith receive antenna, i = 1, 2, · · · , n r , j = 1, 2, · · · , n tu , and k = 1, 2, · · · , N m . We then have
Let s j ∈ A denote the M -ary QAM/PSK symbol transmitted on the jth MBM-TU. The received signal vector y = [y 1 y 2 · · · y nr ] T in a given channel use is then given by
where s j ∈ A ∪ {0}, l j ∈ {1, · · · , N m } is the index of the MAP chosen on the jth MBM-TU, h j lj ∈ H j , and n = [n 1 n 2 · · · n nr ] T is the additive noise vector, whose elements are i.i.d. and distributed as CN (0, σ 2 ). Let H j = [h j 1 h j 2 · · · h j Nm ] denote the n r × N m channel matrix corresponding to the jth MBM-TU. The received vector y in (3) can be written as
where e lj is an N m × 1 vector whose l j th coordinate is 1 and all other coordinates are zeros. Now, defining H = [H 1 H 2 · · · H ntu ] as the overall n r ×N m n tu channel matrix, we can write y as y = Hx + n,
where x belongs to the GSM-MBM signal set S gsm-mbm , which is given by
The maximum likelihood (ML) decision rule is given bŷ
The bits corresponding tox are demapped as follows: i) the MBM-TU activation pattern for s gives log 2 ntu n rf MBM-TU index bits, ii) the non-zero entries in s gives n rf log 2 M QAM/PSK bits, and iii) for each non-zero location j in s, l j gives m rf mirror index bits; since s has n rf non-zero entries, a total of n rf m rf mirror index bits are obtained from l j 's.
C. Average BEP analysis
The ML decision rule for GSM-MBM is given by (7) . The conditional pairwise error probability (PEP) of x being decoded asx can be written as
From (5), we can write (8) as
where (.) denotes real part, (.) † denotes conjugate transpose,
is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance 2σ 2 H (x −x) 2 . Therefore,
The computation of the unconditional PEP P (x →x) requires the expectation of the Q (.) function in (10) w.r.t. H, which can be obtained as follows [19] :
where f (β)
, and β
x−x 2 4σ 2 . Now, an upper bound on the average BEP for GSM-MBM based on union bounding can be obtained as
where δ (x,x) is the number of bits in which x differs fromx. The BEP upper bound for SIMO-MBM can be obtained from the above expression by setting n tu = n rf = 1. Likewise, the BEP upper bound for MIMO-MBM can be obtained by setting n tu > 1 and n rf = n tu .
D. Results and discussions
1) Comparison between systems with and without RF mirrors: First, in Fig. 3 , we illustrate the effectiveness of SIMO-MBM scheme with RF mirrors compared to other popularly known multi-antenna schemes without RF mirrors. The bpcu is fixed at 8 bpcu for all the schemes considered. All the schemes use n r = 16 and ML detection. The schemes considered are: 1) SIMO-MBM with n tu = n rf = 1, m rf = 6, and 4 QAM (6 bits from indexing RF mirrors and 2 bits from one 4-QAM symbol). 2) MIMO (spatial multiplexing) with n t = 2, n rf = 2, and 16-QAM (8 bits from two 16-QAM symbols). 3) MIMO (spatial multiplexing) with n t = 4, n rf = 4, and 4-QAM (8 bits from four 4-QAM symbols).
Average SNR in dB 4) SM with n t = 4, n rf = 1, and 64-QAM (2 bits from indexing antennas and 6 bits from one 64-QAM symbol). 5) GSM with n t = 4, n rf = 2, and 8-QAM (2 bits from indexing antennas and 6 bits from two 8-QAM symbols). 6) GSM with n t = 4, n rf = 3, and 4-QAM (2 bits from indexing antennas and 6 bits from three 4-QAM symbols). It can be seen that SIMO-MBM scheme with RF mirrors achieves significantly better bit error rate (BER) performance compared to other multi-antenna schemes which do not use RF mirrors. This illustrates the BER performance advantage possible with systems that employ media-based modulation using RF mirrors.
2) Comparison between SIMO-MBM, MIMO-MBM, GSM-MBM: Next, we evaluate the BER performance of GSM- Average SNR required in dB to achieve 10 −4 MBM scheme through analysis and simulations. We also evaluate the bit error performance of SIMO-MBM and MIMO-MBM schemes for comparison. We compare these three schemes for the same bpcu. Figure 4 shows the BER performance comparison between the following schemes, namely SIMO-MBM, MIMO-MBM, and GSM-MBM schemes, all achieving the same 10 bpcu: 1) SIMO-MBM using n tu = n rf = 1, m rf = 4, and 64-QAM (4 bits from indexing mirrors and 6 bits from one 64-QAM symbol). 2) MIMO-MBM using n tu = n rf = 2, m rf = 2, and 8-QAM (4 bits from indexing mirrors, 6 bits from two 8-QAM symbols). 3) GSM-MBM using n tu = 4, n rf = 2, m rf = 2, and 4-QAM (4 bits from indexing mirrors, 2 bits from indexing MBM-TUs, and 4 bits from two 4-QAM symbols). All the three schemes use n r = 8 and ML detection. The following observations can be made from Fig. 4 . The analytical upper bound is tight for moderate-to-high SNRs. MIMO-MBM achieves better performance compared to SIMO-MBM. For example, at a BER of 10 −4 , MIMO-MBM requires about 4.4 dB less SNR compared to SIMO-MBM. Also, GSM-MBM is found to perform better than both SIMO-MBM and MIMO-MBM. For example, at 10 −4 BER, GSM-MBM gives an SNR advantage of about 3.2 dB and 7.8 dB over MIMO-MBM and SIMO-MBM, respectively. This is because more bits are conveyed through spatial indexing in GSM-MBM (i.e., through indexing of mirrors and MBM-TUs), which results in a reduced QAM size (4-QAM for GSM-MBM compared to 8-QAM and 64-QAM for MIMO-MBM and SIMO-MBM, respectively). Figure 5 shows a performance comparison between SIMO-MBM, MIMO-MBM, and GSM-MBM schemes with 10 bpcu as a function of n r . It shows the average SNR required to achieve a target BER of 10 −4 for increasing values of n r in the three schemes considered in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that, as observed in Fig. 4 , GSM-MBM achieves significant SNR gains compared to MIMO-MBM and SIMO-MBM. The results, therefore, show that GSM is an attractive physical layer technique which can be beneficial when used in MBM. Note that SIMO-MBM, MIMO-MBM, and GSM-MBM schemes do not need any feedback for their operation. In the next two sections, we study how feedback based physical layer techniques can be beneficial when used in MBM schemes.
III. ED-BASED MAP SELECTION
In practice, an MBM-TU may be designed to have more RF mirrors available for use than the number of RF mirrors actually used. Let M rf denote the number of mirrors available in an MBM-TU 1 . This means that the maximum number of channel fade symbols (aka MBM constellation points) that can be generated by the MBM-TU is 2 M rf , i.e., one MBM constellation point per MAP. But not all 2 M rf MAPs, and hence not all the corresponding MBM constellation points may be used. Only a subset of the 2 M rf MAPs, say 2 m rf , m rf ≤ M rf , MAPs are actually used to convey m rf bits through indexing mirrors. Now, one can choose the best subset of 2 m rf MAPs from the set of all 2 M rf possible MAPs. In other words, select the best 2 m rf among the 2 M rf MBM constellation points and form the MBM alphabet H of size |H| = 2 m rf constellation points. Such MAP selection in MBM can be viewed as analogous to transmit antenna selection (TAS) in multi-antenna systems, where a subset of antennas among the available antennas is selected for transmission and the selection is based on channel knowledge.
Here, we consider MAP selection in MIMO-MBM. Let S all denote the set of all possible MAPs per MBM-TU. So, |S all | = 2 M rf . Let S sub denote a possible subset of S all , where |S sub | = 2 m rf , m rf ≤ M rf . The receiver estimates all the |S all | MBM constellation points for every coherence interval, selects the best |S sub | constellation points among them, and conveys the indices of the corresponding MAPs to the transmitter. The transmitter uses these selected MAPs to index the mirrors in that coherence interval.
We consider two MAP selection schemes, one that uses an MI based metric (which is studied in [4] , [5] ) and another that uses an ED based metric. The ED based antenna selection has been studied in the context of SM systems in [20] . In what follows in this section, we present these MAP selection schemes and their BER performance.
A. MI-based MAP selection
In [4] , [5] , a selection scheme that chooses the MBM constellation points with the highest energies is studied. This scheme is motivated by the observation that mutual information is proportional to the energy (norm) of the MBM constellation point, and hence selecting the MBM constellation points with the highest energies maximizes the mutual information. 1 A typical implementation of an MBM-TU reported in the literature has M rf = 14 RF mirrors available [6] .
Let {l j1 , l j2 , · · · , l j|S sub | } be the set of MAP indices corresponding to the |S sub | largest energies for the jth MBM-TU, which expects that h j lj1 2 ≥ h j lj2 2 ≥ · · · ≥ h j l j|S sub | 2 ≥ · · · ≥ h j l j|S all | 2 , j = 1, 2, · · · , n tu . The received signal vector considering this MAP selection is given by
where H MI is the channel matrix of size n r ×n tu |S sub |, given by
That is, the selected MBM vector constellation points of all the MBM-TUs form the column vectors of the H MI matrix. At the receiver, ML detection is performed using the knowledge of the channel matrix H MI . It can be seen that the order of complexity of this MAP selection scheme per MBM-TU is O (|S all |). Hence, the order of total complexity is O (n tu |S all |).
B. ED-based MAP selection
Another way to do MAP selection is to choose the best MBM constellation points based on ED. Let I j denote the collection of sets of MAP indices corresponding to the enumerations of the |S all | |S sub | combinations of selecting |S sub | out of |S all | MAPs of the jth MBM-TU. Let L denote the following set, defined as
Among the |L| possible sets, choose that set which maximizes the minimum Euclidean distance among all possible transmit vectors. That is,
where H L is the channel matrix of size n r × n tu |S sub | corresponding to the set L, given by
, l j k is the kth element in the set L j , and X represents the set of all possible transmit vectors. The received signal vector considering this MAP selection is given by
At the receiver, ML detection is performed using the knowledge of the channel matrix H LED . The order of complexity for computing (14) is O |L||X | 2 , where |L| = |S all | |S sub | ntu and |X | = (|S sub |M ) ntu . 1) Diversity analysis: In this subsection, we present an analysis of the diversity order achieved by the ED-based MAP selection scheme. We can write H L as H L = HA L , where H is the channel matrix of size n r × n tu |S all |, given by H = H 1 H 2 · · · H ntu , H j = [h j 1 h j 2 · · · h j |Sall| ], A L is the MAP selection matrix of size n tu |S all | × n tu |S sub | corresponding to the set L, given by A L = diag{A L 1 , A L 1 , · · · , A L n tu }, and A L j = [e lj1 e lj2 · · · e l j|S sub | ]. Note that for every j, A L j can have at most one non-zero element in each row and each column. Now, (14) can be written as
where X L is the set corresponding to L defined as X L = {z : z = A L x, x ∈ X }. Let X L be the set of difference vectors corresponding to the set X L , i.e., X L = {z 1 − z 2 : z 1 , z 2 ∈ X L , z 1 = z 2 }. Let D be the set of matrices defined as
where L k is the kth element in the set L. The size of each matrix in D is n tu |S all |×|L|. The following proposition gives the diversity order achieved by the ED-based MAP selection scheme in MIMO-MBM.
Proposition 1. The diversity order achieved by the EDbased MAP selection scheme in MIMO-MBM is given by d = n r (|S all | − |S sub | + 1).
Proof: The proof is given in the Appendix. It can be shown that the diversity order achieved by EDbased MAP selection in GSM-MIMO is also given by d.
C. Results and discussion
In Fig. 6 , we present a comparison between the BER performance achieved by MIMO-MBM schemes without and with MAP selection. Three schemes, all with n tu = n rf = 2, BPSK, 4 bpcu, and n r = 2, are considered. The first scheme is a scheme with no MAP selection, i.e., M rf = m rf = 1. The second scheme is a scheme with MI-based MAP selection where M rf = 2 and m rf = 1. The third scheme is same as the second scheme, except that MAP selection is done based on ED. In all the three schemes, two bits through BPSK symbols (one bit on each MBM-TU) and two bits through RF mirror indexing (one bit on each MBM-TU) result in 4 bpcu. As expected, we observe that the MAP selection schemes achieve better performance compared to the scheme without MAP selection. This is because of the better minimum distance between constellation points achieved by the selection schemes. We also see that ED-based selection achieves significantly better performance compared to MIbased selection. In fact, ED-based selection achieves a higher diversity order compared to MI-based selection. Again, the reason for this is that, because it maximizes the minimum Euclidean distance, the constellation points chosen by EDbased selection have better minimum distance between them compared those chosen by MI-based selection. This can be observed in Fig. 7 , which shows the constellation diagrams for the selection schemes with n tu = n rf = n r = 1, M rf = 5, m rf = 3, and BPSK. The minimum distance between the constellation points, d min , are 0.0118, 0.3690, and 0.5263 for the schemes without selection, MI-based selection, and EDbased selection, respectively. Figure 8 presents a validation of the diversity order of EDbased selection predicted by Proposition 1. The slopes of the simulated BER plots in the high SNR regime show that the achieved diversity orders are 3 and 6 for the schemes with M rf = 2, m rf = 1, and n r = 1 and 2, respectively, which are the same as the ones (i.e., n r 2 M rf − 2 m rf + 1 ) proved analytically by Proposition 1.
IV. PHASE COMPENSATION AND CONSTELLATION

ROTATION
In this section, we study the performance of another feedback based transmission scheme called the phase compensa-Average SNR in dB tion and constellation rotation (PC-CR) scheme. A PC-CR scheme in the context of generalized SSK has been studied in [21] . This scheme exploits the knowledge of the random channel phases (not the amplitudes) at the transmitter to enhance performance. The idea is to co-phase the channels of the active transmit antennas for any spatial-constellation point. That is, the channel phases are compensated at the transmitter, which can be viewed as equal-gain combining (EGC) at the transmitter using knowledge of channel phases at the transmitter. The co-phased spatial-constellation points are further phase-rotated by a deterministic angle which is chosen from [0, 2π), so that the minimum Euclidean distance of the constellation points at the receiver is maximized. Here, we study the performance of the PC-CR scheme applied to MIMO-MBM. Consider n tu MBM-TUs at the transmitter, where each MBM-TU uses m rf mirrors. Assume that each MBM-TU transmits a tone.
A. Case of n r = 1
Consider the case when n r = 1. The number of MAPs is N m = 2 m rf . For every coherence interval, the receiver estimates all the MBM constellation points, i.e., estimates h j 1,k for every k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N m }, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n tu }. Let |h j 1,k | and φ j 1,k denote the magnitude and phase of h j 1,k . The receiver feeds back all the phases, i.e., φ j 1,k for every k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N m }, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n tu }, to the transmitter. Assume that the feedback is perfect. Using this feedback, the transmitter co-phases (i.e., phase compensates) the channel corresponding to the active MAP in each MBM-TU. Specifically, let u denote the phasecompensated transmit vector obtained by multiplying the transmit vector x by phase compensation matrix, given by
· · · e −ıφ j 1,N m ] T , j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n tu }, and ı = √ −1. Let U pc {u : u = Wx, x ∈ X}, denote the phasecompensated signal set, where X represents the set of all possible transmit vectors without phase compensation. After phase compensation, the resultant phase-compensated transmit vectors are further rotated to improve performance. Specifically, denoting the kth vector in U pc as u k , each element in u k is rotated by the angle ψ k . The rotation angles {ψ k }
|X | k=1
are chosen such that the minimum Euclidean distance of the constellation at the receiver is maximized. The optimum angles are obtained as the solution to the following optimization problem:
Taking a geometrical view of the above optimization problem, we can see that its solution is given byψ k = (k − 1)2π/|X |.
Let V pc-cr denote the resulting signal set after phase compensation and constellation rotation described above. The kth vector in V pc-cr , denoted by v k , is then given by e ıψ k u k . The received signal at the receiver can be written as
and the corresponding ML decision rule is given bŷ v = argmin v∈Vpc-cr
Now, fromv, the detected x vector, denoted byx, can be obtained asx = (v † ) T v, where denotes the elementwise multiplication operator. Thex vector is demapped to get the corresponding information bits.
Performance: Figure 9 shows the BER performance of MIMO-MBM without and with PC-CR, for n tu = n rf = 2, m rf = 1, tone, 2 bpcu, n r = 1, and ML detection. It can be seen that the feedback based PC-CR scheme significantly improves the BER performance. This is because of the maximization of the minimum ED at the receiver in the PC-CR scheme.
B. Case of n r > 1
When there are more than one receive antenna, the phase compensation presented in the previous subsection for n r = 1 is not directly applicable, since there are n r > 1 complexvalued channels between each MBM-TU and the receiver. Let h k = [h 1 k,1 · · · h 1 k,Nm h 2 k,1 · · · h 2 k,Nm · · · h ntu k,1 · · · h ntu k,Nm ] T denote the channel coefficient vector of size N m n tu × 1 of the kth receive antenna, k = 1, 2, · · · , n r . Here, we present two receiver schemes for phase compensation when n r > 1.
1) Receiver scheme 1: A possible extension of phase compensation for multiple receive antennas (n r > 1) is presented in [22] , in which the upper bound on the conditional BEP for the ML decision rule in (18) is evaluated for each receive antenna and the receive antenna with the lowest upper bound is selected. We refer this scheme as receiver scheme 1 (Rx. givenh k ) for ML detection in (18) is given by
The receiver selects the receive antenna with lowest upper bound, i.e.,k = argmin k∈{1,2,··· ,nr}
The receiver feeds back all the phases of hk. Let Vk pc-cr denote signal set corresponding to the phase compensation and constellation rotation defined as in Sec. IV-A. Only the selected receive antenna (i.e.,k) will be active and others will be silent. The received signal can then be written as
and the corresponding ML decision rule is given bŷ v = argmin v∈Vk pc-cr
Now, fromv, the detected x vector, denoted byx, can be obtained asx = (v † ) T v. A drawback in this scheme is that it uses only one antenna to receive signal even though multiple antennas are available at the receiver. To overcome this drawback, we present another possible extension of phase compensation scheme for multiple receive antennas, referred as receiver scheme 2 (Rx. scheme 2) in which signals from all the receive antennas will be used for detection.
2) Receiver scheme 2: The receiver selects the receive antenna for phase compensation as in Sec. IV-B1, and feeds back its corresponding phases to the transmitter. Letk denote the selected receive antenna, and let Vk pc-cr denote signal set corresponding to the phase compensation and constellation rotation. The signals from all the receive antennas are used. Then, the received signal vector is given by y = Hv + n, (23) where H is n r × N m n tu channel matrix given by H = [h 1h2 · · ·h nr ] T . Since phase compensation is carried out based on the phases ofkth receive antenna, the effect of phase compensation needs to be eliminated at other receive antennas.
To account for this, we present the modified decision rule as follows:v = argmin v∈Vk pc-cr
where
n r ] T , andh
i 's are given byh
From (26), we can see that this decision rule gives the advantage of both phase compensation (bykth receive antenna) and SNR gain by using other n r − 1 receive antennas. Performance: Figure 9 shows the BER performance of MIMO-MBM without PC-CR, with PC-CR using Rx. scheme 1 and Rx. scheme 2, for n tu = n rf = 2, m rf = 1, tone, 2 bpcu, n r = 3, and ML detection. It can be seen that the Rx. scheme 2 performs better than Rx. scheme 2 by about 1.5 dB at 10 −5 BER. This is because Rx. scheme 2 uses signals from all the receive antennas for detection, whereas Rx. scheme 1 uses the signal only from the selected receive antenna.
V. CONCLUSION
We investigated the performance of some interesting physical layer techniques when applied to media-based modulation (MBM), which is a recently proposed modulation scheme that uses RF mirrors to perturb the propagation environment to create independent channel fade realizations which themselves are used as the constellation points. The considered physical layer techniques included generalized spatial modulation (GSM), mirror activation pattern (MAP) selection (analogous to antenna selection in MIMO systems), and phase compensation and constellation rotation. It was shown that, for the same spectral efficiency, GSM-MBM can achieve better performance compared to MIMO-MBM. The Euclidean distance based MAP selection scheme was found to perform better than the mutual information based MAP selection scheme by several dBs. The diversity order achieved by the Euclidean distance based MAP selection scheme was shown to be n r (2 M rf − 2 m rf + 1), which was also validated through simulations. Feedback based phase compensation and MBM constellation rotation was found to increase the Euclidean distance between the constellation points, thereby improving the bit error performance significantly.
APPENDIX PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Proof: Let p = min{rank (D) : D ∈ D}. Using Proposition 1 in [23] , the diversity order achieved by ED based MAP selection is given by n r p. Any matrix D ∈ D can be viewed in the form D = [D T 1 D T 2 · · · D T ntu ] T , where D j is a sub-matrix of size |S all | × |L|. Consider a matrix D ∈ D which is constrained such that only one sub-matrix (say, D k ) is a non-zero sub-matrix and all other sub-matrices (D j 's, j = k) are zero sub-matrices. That is, the constrained matrix is of the form D = [0 T 0 T · · · D T k · · · 0 T 0 T ] T , k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n tu }. Therefore, rank(D) = rank(D k ). Any matrix in D which does not have the above constraint can be obtained by replacing one or more zero sub-matrices by nonzero sub-matrices. Since a rank of a matrix will not reduce if some of its zero rows/columns are replaced by non-zero rows/columns, the minimum rank is obtained by matrices with the above constraint.
Let A denote the set of non-zero difference QAM/PSK constellation points, given by {s 1 − s 2 : s 1 , s 2 ∈ A, s 1 = s 2 }. Note that every column of D k is either from the set E l {c e l : c ∈ A} for 1 ≤ l ≤ |S all | or from the set E l,q {s 1 e l + s 2 e q : s 1 , s 2 ∈ A} for 1 ≤ l = q ≤ |S all |. Now, using Proposition 2 of [23] , the minimum rank of D k is |S all | − |S sub | + 1. Hence, p = min{rank (D) : D ∈ D} = |S all | − |S sub | + 1. Therefore, the diversity order achieved by ED-based MAP selection is n r (|S all | − |S sub | + 1).
